Model 201: A New Case For Old Cassettes

“Model 201” was a musical project that Thomas Park conceived of in 2017. His method for the project was to rip old Mystified cassettes (Mystified being a previous project of Park’s), and then to use these sounds, either directly, or, more commonly, in processed form.

So, Thomas would locate an old mystified cassette release, rip it to 24 bit lossless audio, then transform these ripped sounds using a random effects software. These sounds became the building blocks for Model 201 pieces.

Only sounds created in this manner were used in the Model 201 project.

Analog cassettes have had many returns to popularity over the years. This may seem strange give that they display a lack of audio quality, and that they manifest steady processes of decay.

It was this very phenomenon into which Thomas wanted to tap. He noticed that his cassette releases from the mid ‘oughts (and some after) had begun to change sonically. Often, it was difficult, if not impossible, to tell the difference between the audio that had been dubbed onto the cassettes and the sound of the cassette tapes themselves.

Thomas wanted to capture, freeze and reconstitute sounds that were naturally undergoing degenerative processes. He wanted to create a kind of drone music that reflected both his own ear for sounds, and the kind of experience afforded by using analog tapes.

The name for Model 201 comes from an early form of audiocassette player-- one of the first that was effective technically enough to market.

With “The Case”, Model 201’s final release, Thomas wanted to share all solo non-compilation Model 201 works. Each is present in lossless format. The tracks, which he called “Collages”, exist as “Series” 1-8, in various locations throughout the internet. “The Case” is a hub and a retrospective, available at archive.org’s “Community Audio” collection. Through it, listeners may experience all of the many hours of tape-based soundworks Thomas created as Model 201. 

Thomas completed the Model 201 project in early 2018. He invites listeners to tune in to the various online releases, in order to experience slowly enfolding, long lasting encounters with Thomas’ dark, textured, bassy tape works.

